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School Desegregation'and Ink OccupetiOnal Attainment: .1

Results fray a Long-Term Operiment

Robert L. Crain and Jack Strauss

Abstract

This study reports on a long-term study of the effects of racial

desegregation of schools, based on the tracing of students initially

involved in a randomized desegregation experiment. In our research we

identified the students involved in the original 1966 experiment and

in the randomly sampled control group, added the names of other stu-

dents who were desegregated between 1968 and 1971, identified control

groups for those Studer `s and traced all the students (and their

parents) in 1983, when they had all .had time to finish secondary

school. We have.follated every student in the experiment, Including ,

those who quit the desegregated schools and returned to the central

city and those who were selected for desegregation but refused to par-

ticipate.. Doing this provides an unusually rigorous research design.

Sane 700 parents and/or students were located and interviewed.

The principal finding of this report is that the desegregated stu-

dents obtained different types of employment than did the students in

the control group. The desegregated students are working in occupa-

tions which are less commonly held by blackamen are salesmen rather

than postmen, warren secretaries rather than nurses aides. In general,

those who experiewed desegregated schooling are mare likely to be

working in white-collar and professional jobs in the private sector,
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while those fray segregated schools .are more likely to be working in

.government and in blue-collar jobs..

For men this is mainly because desegregated students have a greater

amount of education; but for females, the effect of desegregation is

quite strong even when educational attainment is contrulled. Desegre-

gated students report that they aspired to these types of jobs when

they were in high school, and this seems to be the main way desegrega-

tion affected their occupations.
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Intmeguatice

Moat research done in the Fast two decades on the effects of

desegregation haS focused on short-term outcomes, particularly

achievement test scores, and indicates that black test scores rise

after desegregation (Crain and Mahard, 1978, 1983) . But we cb not

know boa-important this result is. Performance on standardized sts

should be viewed only as possibly an indicator of quality of

tion; high scores should be valued only if they genuinely lest a

superior education and can be Zhaan to lead to a happier more suc-

cessful adult life. Research focused on, student attit s measured by

psychological scales is also difficult to interpret, a cause we do not

knew what the relationship is between a oonceFt such as self-esteem or

locus of control and actual behavior in later life.

Haaever, a recent series of research studies focus on important

adult behaviors of graduates of desegregated schools (Braddock, Crain

and McPartland, 1984). The most important of these are studies of the

perpetuation of segregationthe way in which segregated schooling

leads to segregated work, ilegegated post-secondary schooling, and

segregated housing. 'For example, graduates of segregated elementary

and secondary schools tend to attend segregated colleges (Braddock,

1980; Braddock and McPartland, 1982). *en they attend desegregated

colleges they get lower grades _(Braddock and Dreakins, 1983) and are

more likely to drop out (Crain and Weisman, 1972; Crain and Mahard,

1978).

Research has also shown that black graduates of desegregated

schools tend to have desegregated associations in later life (Braddock

O
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and McPartland, 1983; Crain and Minoan, 1972). Whoa desegregation

seems to lead to better amploAmmIt-(ireem4 1981). It appears that

desegregation in adulthood enables blacks to use biracial _social net-

works to ,obtain better employment. (Crain, 1970; Dawkins and Braddock,

1985; McPartland and Braddock, 1981). Same research an desegregated

. 4 I II "ell 6,- r. higher 'Ow-

kins, 1983). Several studies dhow that their aspirations are more

coherently related to their skills and educational background (Hoe- 44.

ter, 1982; Wilson, 1979; Falk, 1978; Gable, Thompson, and Twanicki,

1982). Research has also shown that black graduates of desegregated

schools are more likely to find themselves in desegregated employ-

mentworking with white co-workers and not uncomfortable when they

are placed under a white supervisor araddock, 1983; Braddock and

McPartland, 1983; Braddock, M4partland and Trent, 1984).

The methodology of evaluation has Changed radically in the past two

decades. Two decades ago, simple longitudinal, pre-test/poet test

designs were state of the art; today there are zany referenoes point-

ing out potential bias in thp type of design (an often cited one is

Cook and Campbell, 1979), and frequent calls for randmmized experi-

ments. The research reported here is part of this new wave of studies

on long-term effects. It looks not at test scores, but at occupa-

tional attainment, using an experimental design.

A parallel report analyzing these some data (Crain, Hawes, Mille

and Peichert, 1985) finds that desegregated schooling increases the

likelihood of high school graduation and increases the number of years

of college obtained by desegregated male blacks. Desegregation leads

6
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to more poitive. attitudes about race 'relations on the part'of asleep

.a higher rate of social integration and preference for desegregated

housing on the .part of both melee and females, eilower rate of early

Childbirth among females and las difficulty with police' among males.

These firings are consistent with other literature, Crain and Weis-

man (1972) obtained similar results from a nori-experimental study.

litagarreb Betbral

Our research is designed to take advantage of an early experimental

evaluation of desegregation. In 1966, a group, of students were

desegregated in early elementary school using a randomized experimen-

tal signboo groups were selected randomly, one to attend desegre-

ted schools, the other to remain in segregated schools. The stu-

dents were nearly all nonrhispanic American blacks, a few were of

Puerto Rican ow West Indian ancestry. small number of whites were

dropped from our research.) Because nearly all the subjects were

black, we will usually refer to the subjects as blacks rather than

minority.. The main goal aE this research was to simply follow up that

original 1966 study locating the students after they had time to grad-

uate from high school to see what differences in their lives as yam

adults could be attributed to desegregation.

The desegregation plan -- Project Concern in Hartford, CT,--began in

1956 by selecting a random ample of students_fram four.. inner-city

elementary schools and permitting them to transfer to suburban schools

while a second random sample was preserved as a .control group. We

supplemented the sample by also including all students who were

.desegregated in that program in 1968 through 1971. Most of these stu-

7
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dents were randomly sampled, but a control groUpwas not drawn at that

time; we attempted to construct a control group based on Ur- smze ran-

dom sampling :theme as was used to select Pro jet Concern . "Ants

in 1968 and 1969. Pk also found that slew students entered, Abe pro-

grin as volunteers, whict implies a self-selection bias; we located. a

group of 'students who attempted to volunteer for the program in 1968.

and .used then as a control group for comparison to the volunteers.

Thus, we have three substudies; .a 1966 experimental design, a 1968-49

-experimental design, and a study of voluntary desegregation.

We searched school records and undertook a very large tracing

effort to locate these various groups of students in 1982. There are

a number of problems: the 1966 experiment's records are 'partly miss-

ing, the control group we randomly selected for =patio:Al to the stu-

dents randomly sampled in 19680.has lever family income than it should.

considerable attrition occurred and a number of students could rot be .

located. Despite these. problems we are convinced that this. is the

strongest research design available in the United States today for a

study of the long-term effects of desegregation.

.The arth. Entaimint Mb

ProjectProject Cnncern began in 1966, when, at the request of the State

Department of Education, five suburban school districts agreed to

accept 266 minority students from lag-income schocaliinikrtforda___The_

students were selected from the four elementary schools which had the

largest number of Title I eligible students. The sending area super-

ficially resembles other big city low imam areas; it is segregated

and has much rental housing and subsidized housing.
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The project was viewed as a dsmonstrat..or4 with the decision to

.continue based on an evaluation done at the end of two years. TVo

random maples of students were selected, one to attend suburban

schools and a second as a control group. The Hartford public soChool

district those to select 12 entire classrooms to be sent to the

suburbs because this would have the least impact an the sending

school, and loaned the 12 teachers .(wilo would otherwise be displaced)

to the suburban schools to provide additional support for the tram-

ferring students. A nieting of community leaders was held and kldt-

tery was used to select 12 "treatment" and 12 "control" classrooms

from the four minority schools which had been designated as suffi-

dientlypoor to merit Title I assistance. The classrooms ranged fain

entering kindergartr.- students through students beginning the 5th

grade in the Fall of 1966.

In an experiment it is very important that as many of the students

as possible who are selected for a ;articular treatment receive that

treatment to minimize bias in the study results. 'lb encourage as saw

students as possible to attend suburban schools, a group of teacher's

aides visited homes to persuade parents to enroll their children.

Only 12 students were not signed up for the program. (This process is

described in Mahan, 1968).

students were pretested upon entering the program in Fall, 1966,

with both intelligence and adhieveient

spring and Fall of 1967 and finally in the Siring of 1968. Mahan

found no important differences in the spring 1967 testing of the two

groups of students, but found the Project Conoern students to be not-

9
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iceably Ahead, of the control group by firing 1968. The difference was

limited to those students who began desegregation in the lower grades.

Students who entered the suburban schools in kindergarten or first
\N, .

grade showed considerably higher test score gains than their cantrol

group. In contrast the'students who began desegregation in the fourth

and fifth grade showed relatively little gain and in some cases losses

in achievement.

.The 2268:190 Zavestmat _Mat&

In addition to the 266 students in the 1966-1968 experiment, we

added every student

who entered in 1st gr

entered in 2nd grade

entered Project. Concern in 1968, every student

higher in 1969, and every student who

er in 1970 or 3rd grade or higher in 1971.

We also dropped everyone to

would be too y g for a reaso

outcomes in 1982.

after 1963, to eliminate students who

e evaluation of putt-high school

Although the eval on was fini in 1968, the policy of random

sampling students from low inane = to attend Project Con-

cern was continued. In 196 and 1969, Project Cbncern staff visited

the schools and randomly select first, second, and third graders.

Letters were mailed to the par of selected students and an effort

was made to visit the parents in their lane, but in many cases fami-

lies were not home, did not answer the door, or school district

addresses were out of date. The acceptance rate in 1969-69 was 501,

much lager than in 1966, probably because less time and money had been

invested in contacting parents. Fortunately, Project Cbncern pre-

served all the records of the recruitment effort in 1968-69, including

10
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the names of all the students who could not be contacted or Whoir

parents refused to.enter than into the oggram after being asked. tile

used all students who had been selected, whether they agreed to go

into the Frogram or not, in order to preserve the'randomness of the

original selection. If cbsegregation.had any effect it would raise

the average of the entire group of selected students, including the

ref users:

We constructed a control group, using the files of the sending ele-

mentary schools to dreg random samples of the students present in 1968

and 1969 who were not selected for Project Conzern. ElOwever, es:wired

to the students selected in 1968-69 for Project Concern, our random .

sample contained more students of lower sociceoonanic status.

Zoe .112.1mters Ababa&

In 1970 and 1971 the district sent letters to parents telling them.

that their child had been selected and encouraging them to partici-
,

pate, but did not eend staff to visit homes, a quarter of the

rarents agreed to participate. Preserving the randomness of the ori-

ginal maple would have required including three students who had

never participated in Project Concern with each student who did, obvi.,

ously making an effect of Project Cbnoern difficult to detect. he

decided not to do this, but to instead treat the randomly sempled

1970-71 students who entered the rcogram as volunteers.

We also found a number of other students for wham there was no

record of their being randomly chosen. Although there was no syste-

matic effort to allow families to volunteer for the program there were
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times when same SartfariCpublic echoolshad.severe overcrowding

problems anclenoouraged students to. participate in project COncern.

We combined these volunteer students with those students who were

selected in.1970-and 1971; they are similar fray the viewpoint of the

research method in that neither could be mnsWered.randamly sampled.

We had a ready -made control group, since the Project Concern office

had preserved a folder .of telephone messages from parents who had

called the program in 1968 and 1969 attempting to enroll their chil-

dren in the project. isle did not include those attempted volunteers

whose families were. able to put them into desegregated schodls by

enrolling then in Cstholic schools or ty moving to the suburbs.

Avare complete description of the field work appears in Crain.

Hawes, Miller and Piechert, 1985).

Malaita

The young adults who participated in the Project Concern desegrega-

tion program hold different types of =orations as a result. We will

present the data in two ways; fist, in the fwm of simple compari-

sons of desegregated and segregated students; then in more complex

analyses which take advantage of the experimental design to produce

results which test the findinge rigorously.

There is little evidence in this survey that unemployment is

-n-therdesegregitiomiroraftAt
the time of our survey melee who were desegregated were considerably

more likely to be in college full time. BOwever, time who partici-

pated in the pogram and were not in college did not halve low unem-
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ployment rates. In thislaper we 'limit our analysis to those students

Who were not in oalege and who had held a permanent job at some dm.

This is about CA of the total smmple.

Occupational .data was Obtained either fray the young adults sur-

veyed or in same cases where that respondent could not be located,

from his or her parents. We ask about the present ac last full-time

or part-time occupation, excluding simmer jobs of persons in college.

For each occupation, we =led the racial mix of that occupation in the

national labor force.

The ample was stratified and respondents who graduated from the

central city schools were undersarapled since they outnumbered those

who finished in suburban schools. A stratified simple is less "effi-

cient" than a simple random sample. Pot xanple, either respondent or

parent surveys were Obtained on 117 femalem who were in the control

group. Bewever, because of differential weighting of the students in

this grup, the sample has the value of a simple random sample of only

87 students. This is called the "effective n" and is given in the

:tables of this report. Nearly all Project Concern participants were

sampled, so that this group generally has a weight of one and its

effective'emmple size is almost the same as the actual sample. For

the control groups, the effective sample is always smaller than the

actual smmple, by a factor of one-third for females and one-sixth for

males.

The simplest comparison is between (1) those young adults who par-

ticipated in Project Concern and attended only desegregated schools

(either Project Concern schools, private schools, other public subar-

13
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ten high schools, or the regional iiiddaticael eldhoo) excluding all

those who dropped out of the program and returned to central city

'schools to finish their education; and.(2) thoee who were selected for

the control group, excluding those who 'dropped out of the city

schools by attending the regional. vocational high school, private

schools, or whose families moved to the suburbs. Table 1 shoos that

when these two groups are =pared, Project CO:warn Paracipanta

tended to be in occupations which naiimally have a smaller black per-

centage. Theft difference for females is particular* large, but the

difference for sales is also statistically significant.

It is unlikely that reipondents Chose their occupation consciously

aware cf.its national racial =position. Waver, Project Concern

participants did Choose different types of employment and this appears

to explain why their occupations are less typically held by blacks.

We divided occupations into twelve. categories. First, governint and

public service were assigned to one category. In general, we Classi-

fied an occupation as government-public service if the employee worked

for a health, education or welfare organisation, Witt oUt distinguish-

ing, for example, between public and privately mined hospitals. The

private sector jobs were divided into 6 categories: white collar;

sales; entertainment; blup collar; service; and labor.

Four cf these seven categories were further subdivided. White. col-

lar was divided into three tiers: professional-managerial, and higher

and lower non-professional. Public service, blue-collar and service

occupations were also divided into higher and lower tiers. Per ser-

vice the higher status positions were those with scores of four or

14
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more an :the Directory of Csacupaticmal Titles Specific Vocational

Preparation iSYTIVscale Main and Trieman, 1981) . For public .service,

and for whiter and blue-collar jobs, the higher. occupations were those

with SVP scores of 5 or more.

Table 2 shows the distribution of Project Concern participants and

'control group cambers in the twelve occupational categories. The

twelve occupational categories are ranked 171 the national percentage

black of the category, ranging from sales, the whitest occupation, to

later rublic service, the one with the largest black percentage

nationally. The four whitest occupational categories-- sales, private

sector pcofessioialseanagerial, entertainment and higher privateieec-

tor white-collar positions --pare held by only St of the male control

group but 23% of the pale Project Concern participants; the differ-

ence for females is also large. In general, the table than that Pro-

ject Concern participants, both male and female, are more likely to

hold positions in males, higher white-collar occupations and in ser-

vice. The control group is over-represented in labor and blue - collar

public service positions, especially in the lower strata.

The tendency for Project Concern participants to be located in

sales and white-collar positions rather than blue collar positions is

shown in Table 3, in wick the occupations are divided according to

their primary identification,in the sir-category Holland system. Pro-

ject Concern participants are o'er-represented in the enterprising

category, reflecting the over-representation we saw in sales in Table

2; females are heavily over-represented in the conventional category,

which covers much of office positions, and both male and female Pro-

15
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ject Cloncetn participants are .under-repreeented in the social category

(which amtainit muds govethaent. servic., and health, education and wel-

fare positions) and realistic category, whits includes factbry posi-

tions.

The last piece of data describing the types of occupations held

comes from the respOndents themselves. In the survey they were asked

how good they thought their Chances for promotion were and also about .

the rase of their co-workers. Table 4 shows that Project Concern parw.

ticipent females (but not males) were more likely to say they worked

in a mostly white group, and both male and female participants .

described their chances for promotion as being good.

If Project Concern participants are right in describing their

chances of promotion as being good, they may have forgone immediate

rewards of salary and prestige in favor of higher future benef its.

Project Concern participants do not have higher incomes than control

group members, are not in occupationsidlich have higher socioeconomic

indices, nor. are they in occulatices which nationally have higher

average incomes for either Roles or females. They nay, however, be in

occupations where the chance for promotion into higher-paying occupa

tions is better, tut we have no data for occupations on promotion

chances, so we cannot independently verify that Project Concern parti-

cipants have chosen occupations which will provide promising careers.

Analysis _at _tbe saraimental Assign

Any analysis is valid only if we assume that we are comparing sub-

jects who differ on the independent variable (in this case degree of

16
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segregation), but 63 not differ significantly on other 'variables

ch might produce spurious effects. In the typical research study

has little in the way of guarantee thatthis.is the case. This .is.

most obv,ious a typical voltmtazy desegregation study. There is the

possibility that students who volizateered for desegregated schooling

cane from higher income families. They may also be more highly acti-

vated, or crate from fannies which hive generally provided mime help

to their children's schooling. They may be studeats who are more

talented in school work or they may be the less talented students- -

-those who, have done badly in a segregated school, so that their

parents searched for desegregation as a device to rescue their chil-

dren's education. Firmrly, the. students who are voluntarily desegre-

gated may be those for whom the logistics are more manageable --those

frciu two parent households, or those who live relatively close to the

receiving schools. Even when we are studying students who were

assigned to desegregated schools,. we can't be sure that disinterested

students did not drop out, and highly motivated families "sneak" into

the Frogran.

Thus instead of the ideal situation where the desegregated students

differ fran the segregated students only in the fact of their desegre-

gation, in the usual research design segregated and desegregated stu-

dents may differ on a variety of dimensions and sane af these differ-

ewes may be .unknaon to the researcher.

Typically the best technique available to deal with this problem is

statistical mitching--using analysis of covariance or multiple regres-

sion to adjust the scores of each group up or Own to compensate for
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differences in patest scores or background factors. But the

te echnique for adjustment are themselves biased, typically undated-

justing the data so that control variable differences persist in a

concealed fashion in the final result (see Cbok and Ombell, 1979,

295-300). If students in desegregated schools are superior in family

.
background, a' regressionor covariance analysis would still show

desegregated students. learning more after adjustment for pretest dif-

ferences even if this were not really the case.

All the data presented in Tables 1 through 4 can be assumed tote

tiased.bi self-selection. In comparing those students who entered

Project Conoern and retained in the program until they finished

schooling to a control group of students who remain in the Hartford

ptiolic schools, we are comparing two groups which may be self-selected

in terms of family income cc activation. But the Project COnoern

experimental design gives us an opportunity to use a much stronger

analysis method. We can =pare two groups of students who are more

strictly comparableevery student who was initially offered the

opportunity to enter Project Concern and a randomly sampled control

group of students who were never offered the opportunity. Hy compar-

ing everyone willows ever offered the opportunity in Project Cbnoern

with everyone in the control group who never received such an offer,

we will largely eliminate any bias dim to self-selection.

Thus cur "treatment' group includes those students who never parti-

cipated in Project Concern, while the control group includes some stu-

dents who were not given the opportunity to attend Project Concern

schools but attended Catholic schools or schools in the suburbs

is
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because their families moved there.

Although this procedure understates the effects of desegregation,

the =imam is extremely useful. If desegregation had no effect at

all', we Should find that the high number of Project Concern partici-

pants selecting certain occupations is completely offset by every

level of selection of these occupations by those respondents who

refused to enter Project Concern or who dropped out of the program.

one net effect would be that all students who were Offered the cpsor

tunity to participate in the program should have no greater predispo-
,

sition to be in (fcc example) enterprising occupations than would all

the members of the control group (when those who were ableto attend

private or suburban schools .are included) . If desegregation has a

beneficial effect, this comparison Should shOw a modest difference

remaining after adding all the students who initially refused to enter

the program and all the students who "dropped out of the control

group by moving to the suburbs or entering private mamas. If there

is no such difference this suggests that the effects shown in the

preceding tables are spurious.

we refer to this type of analysis as !Experimental Assignment Ana-

lysis"; Cook and Campbell (1979, p. 363) refer to it as "attrition

from treatment but not from measurement.'

In our experimental assignment, the respondents can be graced-into

seven categories. The original 1966 experiment contained a (1) ran-

domly selected treatment group who attended Project Concern schools

and (2) a randomly selected control group. In 1968and 1969, students

were again selected for attendance at Project Concern schools using

- 19
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random assignment. The selected students fall into two groups. Ole

group (3) entered Project Omnoerni another group (4), a nearly 'equal

miter of students, never entered the program, either because the

school district was unable to-omntact than or because their parents

refused to allege than to enroll. We searched old school records and

drew (5) a random smmple of students fran the =me graies to use as a

control group. Finally, (6) a group of students whoa we are treating

as volunteers for the program are compared to (7) a group of students

whose parents attempted unsuccessfully to enroll than in the program.

1

1

Using these seven categories we arrived at one surprising results

Project Concern did not reduce unemployment. Among respondents who

are not now enrolled in college, Project Concern participants (exclud-

ing dropouts and those who never entered the program among those ini-

tially offered the opportunity) here a low memployment rate compared

to those who were in the control group and remained In the Hartford

public schools. Weever, what appears to be a positive effect of

desegregation is merely selection bias. *en program dropouts are

added to the Project Concern group and control group "dropouts" whose.

families moved to the suburbs or who enrolled in private schools are

included in the control group, the unemployment rates of the two

groups do not differ.

Table 5 tests the hypothesis that Project Cbmern affected occupa-

tional distributions, using the experimental assignment method. Table

2 indicated that Project Concern participants were more likely to

enter white-collar, professional, sales and service occupations in the

private sector, while control group members .were more likely to enter

20
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public service positions and blue-collar and laboring positions.

Table 2 showed &1% of the Project Concern participants entering pri-

vate sector, professional, white-collar and service positions (catego-

ries 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, and 10 in that tattle) compared to 42% of the conr

trol group, a 19% differenoe. For females the percentages were 86%

and 61%, a 25% difference. Table 5:shows the same percentages when

subjects are grouped according to their initial experimental. assign-

ment. The first and third lines of the table shoo the percentages

taken from a crose-tatulation; the second and fourth lines show per-

centages derived fromaregression equation which controls on family

backgrcind, age, and second grade achievement test mores. The family

background variables are the education of the responding parents (usu-

ally the mothers) ; .whether the families owned their home; number of

siblings; a, scale based on the presence of an encyclopedia, a daily

newspaper, and a typewriter at bane; and the respondents' report of

whether they lived with two parents when they were 14.

Although 62% of vale Project Concern participants are In private

sectcc white-collar and service occupations, the first line of Table 5

shows a smaller percentage in these occupation:3*(3f all those students

initially assigned to the program. This is to be expected, since

those students who refused assignment or dtopped out of the program

have received a much weaker desegregation treatment and therefore

should look more like the control group. When they are added to the

Project Concern participants the differences between the control group

and the ProjeCt Concern group should decline. This is the case. Only

45% of the students assigned to Project Concern in the 1966 experiment

are in private sector white-collar and service occupations, for exam-

21
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pre.

The important question here_is whether any differences remain tet-

ween those students initially assimed to Project Concern and those

initially assigned to the control group. If no differences resin, we

must amuse that all the results in Table 2 are due to self-selection.

If the group assigned to Project Concern continues to differ frau the

control group, then self-selection bias is probably not a sufficient

counter-explanation for the results found in Table 2.

For men, Project Concern differences remain for both the 3.966

experiment and the volunteer group, but not for the students assigned

to the program in 1968-1969. The differences are 13% for the 1966

experixent and 16% for the volunteer group. The second line of the

table shows differences between those assigned to Project Concern and

those assigned to the control grout once social class factors, age and

second grade achlevaent mores are controlled. Introducing the con-

trols reduces the Project Concern -control group differences further,

to only seven percent in the 1966 experiment and eight percent in the

volunteer group and to minus three percent for the 1968-1969 ifh.oup.

Much it the apparent effect of desegregation on type of occupation

held shown ill Table 2 for mass is really the result of self-selection

bias.

For females, very strong effects of desegregation on type of a:cu-

pation remain after self-selection bias is moved. The third line of

Table 5 shoos a 301 difference favoring the experimental group in the

1966 .experiment and a 22% difference favoring volunteers who entered

the program in canparison to those who attempted 'o enter and were
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unable to. For the 1968-1969 program, those students who refused

entry to the 'rogue are no more likely to hold private sector white-

collar and service positions than are those in the control group, but

those who accepted their initial assignment are 15% more likely to be

in private sector white-collar and service occupations. *en multiple

regression is used to. control an .family background, age and second

grade achievement test scores, .these differences decrease only

ly--to 28% for the 1966 group, 23% for the volunteers, and 13% for the

1968-1969 group. this is very convincing evidence that the apparent

effects of desegregation on 0%1:patio:la type for feaales in Table 2

are not the result of self-selection or differences in the backgrounk

of siudents, but mint be attributed to attending desegregated schools.

Further evidence of a sex interaction appears in Table 6. In that

Table, we omapare Project Concern participants and control group awe-

bens (excluding dropouts) in six regression equations which analyze

the impact of Project Conoern participation, education, age and a

fuaily background scale separately on three occupational variables:

naticmal percentage black of the.occupation held by the respondent;

the number ct respondents who are in the four least -black groups of

occupations, private sector higher white collar and professional,

sales and entertairment; and the percentage of respondents who are In

private se or professional, sales, whitecollar and service occupa-

tions, the variable used in Table 5. the family background scales

were constructed ty regressing each occupation variable on the family

background variables (parents' education, bane adnership, nutter of

siblings, items in the home, presence cf two parents) for the control

groups only, and using the regression coefficients to caapute a single

23
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kale of family background. Separate regression equations were used

to construct family background scales which are specific for each, of

the sex regression equations shown in the table. For tales, the appa-

rent effect of participating in Prlids& Comern is much weaker than

either family badcground factors or education, For females the oppo-

site is true: Project Concern participation is the strongest pcedio.

tor in tvo a the three equations and stronger than family. background

in the third.

For females, we see from Tables 5 and 6 that. Project Concern parti-

cipation terns to move female workers into occupations which are trad-

itionally not held by blacks, into the higher status private sector

white-collar occupations and into both high- and low-status ptivate

sector white-collar and service occupations, This result cannot be

attributed to self-selection and it c*nnot be attributed' to the fact

that wean participating in Project Concern have slightly more edUca-

tioral attainment -than those in the control group. For sales the

story is more complex. Desegregation enhances the educational attain

ment of roles in this study; those effects are quiti strong (Crain,

Hawes, Miller andMichert, 1985) . The higher educational attainment

in turn pushes males toward whiter occupations and toward private sec-

tor white-collar positions. Since the effects of Project Concern on

occupational type are weak once self-selection is controlled in Table

5, the evidence suggests that desegregation does not have much effect

pn the type of occupation held by males except indirectly through edu-

cational attainment.

Interpreting the male data is complicated 171 the youthfulness of
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the population. The Project Concern participants were more likely

than control group males to be izi college at the time of the survey,

and college students are missing from this analysis, so strong

desegregation effects an ocCupatiocal type 'could appeai in the future.

It may also be the case that the employdient market for black males is

suds that-there 11.7 more restrictions on opportunity which prevent

desegregated bladkpales from moving into positions in the way that

desegregated black females have. This problem will require analysis

of older graduates of desegregated sdhools, either with a different

data set, or perhaps from h follow-up survey of this'population.

algb Aleargb Addams

Table 7 reports three factors which one night expect to explain the

occupational differences between Project Concern and control group

participants. The first line reports the percentage of respondents

who sly that they left another position to take this one rather than

being unemployed between jobs. Both male and female Project Concern

participants were more likely to qpit,ahother job rather than waiting

until they were. unemployed to find a better position. This implies a

more aggressive career management strategy. The second line reports

the percentage of respondents who said that they had specific training

or experience whir % qualified them for their present position. For

females, Project Concern participants report a higher level oftrain-

ing and experience than does the control group, but there are no dif-

ferenoes for males. Finally, the third line indicates that of all

respondents who reported using sane personal contact to learn about

the opening or to be sponsored for the position, Project Concern par-
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ticipants, especially females, used whites as =teats sem than did

members of the control group. However, the percentages seem low,

given that the Hartford metropolitan area labor force is heavily

white. Apparently even the Project Cbnoern participants operate in a

social network which is predominantly black.

Analysis of the data shooed that persons with more ,training and

experience and persons who changed jobs without a period of unemploy-

ment have betterpositioils,and that persons who use white contacts

wind up in occupations with more white employees in them, but none of

the differenoes in Table 7 are large enough to explain more than a

fraction mir the large difference in occupations between female Project

Concern participants and their control group.

axanatiang is

Respondents were asked to indicate the occupations they would like

to have five years from now and the occupations they aspired to when

they were high school age. Table i Shows the pattern of aspirations

that respondents report having had when they were in high school, and

the occupations they would like to have five years frog now. this

table includes respondents who are now full-time college students.

The 12 categories of Table 2 are collapsed to 7 here, by combining low

and high positions in all categories and excluding laboring, which

none aspired to.

The table suggests that some of the differences in present occupa-

tions are due to differences in the preferences that students held

before they completed school. Both men and women who participated in
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Project.Concein report. that they had less desire to enter public

service occupations and more interest in sales. Melee recall a higher

desire to enter professional positions, lack of interest in blue-col-

lax positions and a alight ;reference for service positions, all con-

sistent with the sorts of cccurations that Project Concern sales moved

into.

Present aspirations of vales and females show the same pattern.

Project Concern participants of both sexes dim a preference for

sales. Niles chow a preference for professional work and a lack of

interest in blue-collar work; women Project Concern participants 430W

a disinterest in public service work. OE course, we mould expect

social inertia to pccmpt any *people to aspire to positions similar to

positions they presently hive; but this wouldn't explain whir Project

Concern miles had. professional aspirations in high school. in addi-

tion, Isle Project Concern participants are employed in public service

nearly as much as the control group, but have shown in the past and

still show today a disinterest in public service as a career.

Intezprotatign

There seen to be two reasonable explanations for the pattern we

have seen here. The first is that Profect Concern participants,

because of their eaperiestoe in integrated schools, are axe confident

about their ability to work in predominantly white settings. Facto-

ries and government employment are traditional havens for blacke--po-

sitions where there is less Concern about the possibility ct *being

rejected because CE color. Desegregated students, being less fearful

of discrimination (Crain, Bares, Miller and Beichert, 1985) are more

27
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willing to try their band at jobs whi0.reqUirm considerable interac-

tion with whites.. Sales and to same degree service positions are good

examples of this. Although the simple size .is too small to analyze

individual occupations, a pattern does appear. Control group partici-

pants are overrepresented in health and welfare occupation* and as

janitors, and men are particularly-14.kely-to be mailmen. liten are

overrepresented as data entry clerks but it derrepreeented i wet

other office occupations. Project Concernimameriapiear mambo-
,

ies, clerks, bank tellers, and in office positions with ihsurance =-

panics, Both men and. women fray Project Conotrn/SChools are likely to

be waiters and waitresses and eMployed in a variety Cu sales posit

tions.

The second hypothesis, 'act can $t be tested with these data, is

elmeti::

that black alumni of desegrega schools aremorelikely to be hired

in positions whist involve :ng the publi --meabing in this case

/
the white public. Presumel y 12 years.in suburban schools should

impact an pronunciation alid the use of black grammar; and simply hav-

ing the name of a midge -class suburban sdbOol on one's resume should

affect at least same/personnel officers in white-controlled firms.

(Evidence of this appears in Crain, 1984.)

Summary and CondlusiOns

Black students who attended desegregated schools wind up in diffe-

rent kinds of jobs tr those who attended segregated schools. In

this case, the segregated and desegregated students entered the some

metropolitan labor market after finishing school. But the desegre-

gated students worked in firms which had more white employees and
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worked in oocurationa which nationally arelore often held by whites.

They are more optimistic about their chance for promotion, and perhaps

they should be, since they are more likely to be working in private

industry rather than in gavernment, more likely to.. be white-collar

and professional sales occupations. The results of thii\stw3y are

particularly trustworthy, since they are based on a si fol-

lamp of a randomized experiment.

The mechanises for male and poses students seen slightly diffe-

rent. A separately sialished analysis of the awe .experiment indi-

cates that male students from desegregated schools are conaiderab?.y.

more likely to .attend allege and complete more years of college

schooling than males who went to segregated schools. Our asta here

shall that male students recall baying held higher aspirations.for

employment when they were in high school, particularly aspiring to

professional positions .more often. This may explain their .desire.to .

go to college, and their college attendance prctelaly explains why

those who ,are raw in the labor force are more likely to be in sales,

good white - collar positions, and well in acme service positions and

Touch less likely to be working as laborers or in sea-skilled factory

work.

For females, educational attainment is less important. The analy-

sis of the educational data indicate that females' educational attain-

ment is not greatly effected by desegregation. However, the female

graduates of desegregated schomls, even though they do not hale more

education than graduates of segregated schools have considerably bet-

ter jobs. I suspect that one reason is that they are better trained;
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at least. they are more likely to report that they. have the position

they have because thei have the.training for it. .They also report

using more.white contacts to locate jots and. ea references when apply-

ing for them. The result is ihat'waran from desegregated schools are

twice as likely to be in professional atlas and higher-status white-

collar positions and to be in working in service positions in the pri-

vate .sector. They are 6.41y one -third as likely to be working in any

goverment positions and only half as likely to be. in blue-collar .

occupations.

Although the data touched on this point only indirectly, it seems a

reasonable interpretation that black gradates of desegregated schools

hold better jobs because they are more confident in their relations

with whites. Analysis of these data (Crain, Bums, Miller, and Piec-

hert, 1985) found not only that black :ale gradatessof desegregated.

schools had more years of schooling as a respite but that both males

and females had more contact with whites socially, tore more likely to

live in integrated' neighborhoods, and perceived less discrimination in

their dealings with white institutions and employers. All this should

make it easier for them to think in terms of obtaining a position in a

white work environment, in a occupation mentally held by whites. ire

also think that employers will be more likely to hire black workers

who hold their credential of a high school diploma from a suburban

school, since this is tangible evidence to the employer that the stu-

dent has had experienoe in working with whites.

Other research on desegregation has found positive effects of

desegregation in short-term outcomes, such as achievement test scores

30
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or student attitudes. This study =eludes that those othorttics

changes in student attitudes harm a long-tars affect in adulthood.
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Table 1: Mean percentage black of occupations held by
Project Concern Participants and Control Group
'member:I

Males

Project
Concern Control

Participants:' Group

Females

Project
Concern Control

,Participants Group

mean percent black
of occupations 12.9% 14.5%* 10.4% 15.3%**

helda

(effective n) (49) (103) (72) (70)

apercentages are computed for workers of same sex across the U.S.

*
p .05, one-tailed

**
p x.01, one-tailed
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Table 2: Occupations held by Project Concern Particip

and Control Group Nabors

occupationsa

Under 10%.Black:

Males

Project
Concern Control

'Participants

Females

Project
Concern

Participants

Control
Group

L. Sales 10.5%* 2.3% 4.0% 2,3%.

2. Professional/
Managers 1.82 2.42 4.02 0.02

3. Entertainment 1.82 1.22 0.0% 2.3%

4. High White Collar 8.8%* 2.32 25.8%*. 15.2%

22.9%* 8.22 33.8%* 19.8%

Over 10% Blacks

5. High Blue Collar 10.5%. 12.7% 6.1% 6.3%

6. High Public Service 3.5% 4.8% 5.1% 9.2%

7. Low Service .17.5% 10.9% 18.2%* 8.4%

8. High Service 7.0% 6.52 ,7.42 3.7%

9. Low Blue Collar 7.0% 15.4%* 0.0% 6.1%

10. Low White Collar 15.8% 18.0% 26.3% 31.3%

11. Labor 10,5% 18.7% 1.0% 0.5%

12. Low Public Service 5.3% 4.8% 2.0% 14.8%*

77.1% 91.8% 66.1% 80.0%

(effective n) ( 57) (121) ( 94) .(85)

aoccupations ranked by national racial composition, sexes combined.

p 4 .05, one-tailed
36
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Table 3: "Holland codes of 'occupations held by Project

Concern Participants and Control Group Members

Holland
Category:

Males

Project
Concern

'participants,

Conv.rol

Group

Females

Project
Concern

partioinants,

Control
Group

Realistic 51.8% 59.5% 12.1% .25.0%*

_

Investigative 1.8% 2.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Artistic 1.82 0.7% 0.0% 2.62

Social 8.9% 15.5% 13.92 31.42 **

Enterprising _ 28.6%* 13.0% 14.9%* 6.4%

Conventional 7.1% 9.4X, 59.1%** 34.6%

TOTAL 100.0Z .. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(effective n) (56) (105) (85). (75)

* p< .05, one-tailed
** p<.01, one-tailed
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Table 4: Sow Project Concern Participants and Control Croup

Members describe their employment

Males . Females

Project
Concern

Participants,

Control
Croup

Project
Concern

Participants

Control
Group

Co-workers mostly
white 48.92 45.8% 72.42* 58.12

qp

Chances for promotion
good .65.1%* 47.8X( 48.92* 39.3Z

(effective n). (46) (87) (76) (71)

* p <.05, one-tailed
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Table 5: Percentage of students in Private Sector White Collar

or Service occupations by Experimental Assignment

(Percent in *private white collar or service)

Experimental Assignment

Males:

1966

Experiment

exper. control

1968-69
Random Assignment

exper. refused control

Volunteers

exper. control

uncontrolled 44.7% 31.9% 44.1i . 45.6% 43.4% 66.0%
. -

.49.41

controlled* 45.3% 38.3% 39.4% 39.9% 42.4%, 60.1% 51.8".

Females

uncontrolled 79.6% 49.6% 81.3% 66.0% 66.5% 91.0% 68.8"

controlled* 80.4% 52.7% 80.7% 65.8% 67.42 86.1% 63.0%

Regression equations controls were mother's education, presence of

.
encyclopedia, newspaper and typewriter in childhood home, numbs* of

siblings, parental homeownership, two parents present at age 14, and

age of respondent.

Note: private white-collar or service includes 6 categories from

the list shown in table 2: sales professional, and high and low white -

collar and service.
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Table 6: Effect of desegregation, age, family background and

educatiOnal attainment on three measures of occupational

outcome

Males

Project Concern

I

black of
occupation

r
.8

in high white
collar, sales

&entertainment

8

% in private,
white collar,
service

r 8

Participation -.094 -.036 .132 .072 .109 .082

Education -.185 .-.162** .270 .242** .131 .159**

Family Background .183 .157** .175 .119* .134 .161**

Age -.007 .005 -.006 -.031 -.175 ' -.204**

multiple r 73171.175 .300

Females
.:-

Project Concern
Participation -.263 -.267*it .122 .114* .254 .288**

Education -.117 -.090 . .166 .146* -.224 :-.216**

Family Background .154 .185** .044 .074 .203 '.158**

Age .054 .058 .059 -.169 -.035

multiple r .399 .212 .329.

athese categories of occupations are less than.10% black

bsee table 5 for category descriptions

*p E .05, one-tailed

**
p 4' .01, one-tailed
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Table 7: -Haw Project Concern Participants-smd Control Group ,

Members describe obtaining their present _or Mast)
position

2 who left .e other

job to take chili .

one

2 who had training
or experience for
position

2 white of personal
contacts used to
find position

(effective n)

Males- --Aramales

Project
Concern

Participants
Control
Group._

Project
Concern

Participants
Control
Group

46.82* 31.12* 4446% 36.92

47.82 . 45.12 . 77.42* . 63.02.

22.7% 1..7% 31.0% 22.72

(46) (87) (76) (71)

* p < .05, one-tailed



Tnhle A:

Present awed Illrth School AnnIrstini fr.Project Concern Pnrticlonntn nn

Control Croup Members, by Sex

relplem

Present Aspirations. -WW1 Sthoo1 Aspirations prAFTnt As.plcnt.ipts
High School Asprrations

Lou Percent Black
Occupations)

Project
Concern

Participants

Control
Crou

Project
Concern

Participants

Control

Protect
Concern

rnrticiponts.

Control

Project.
concern

0

Control

Sales 4.0 1.S 1.9 0 A.9 1.5 1.8 0

Professional 24.0 . 21.3 19.9 19.0 41.0* 24.8 31.6* 16.5

Entertainment 10.0 4.3 14.0 6.8 9.8 9.7 12.3 18.7

White Collar, 34.5 31.6 26.5 28.8 9.8 15.3 10.5 11.4

TOTAL 74.5 58.7 62.3 54.6 65.5 51.3 56.2 46.6

Wish Percent Slack
Occupations:

Slue Collar 4.0 2.8 3.7 3.8 11.1* 25.1 28.1 31.0

Service 3.5 7.9 10.7 10.0 3.3 4.2 7.1 3.8

Public Service 18.0* 30.1 23.3
18.1 19.4 ...11:8

110

T0TA,.. 25.5 41.2 37.7 45.4 34.5 48.7 44.0 53.3

(effective n)
(90) (68) (16) MO) (61) (107) (57) (91)

* p 5. one - tailed
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